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INTRODUCTION
In April 2017, the Higher Education and Research Act received royal assent. This piece of 
legislation, which is the ýrst major regulatory reform to the UK higher education sector in 25 years, 
is primarily concerned with the creation of two new bodies to regulate and fund higher education 
providers: the Ofýce for Students (OfS) and UK Research and Innovation (UKRI). Annexe A 
provides information on the changes made to the legislation during its passage through parliament, 
many of which were secured by positive engagement between the sector, parliamentarians and the 
government.

Universities UK supported the billôs introduction on the basis that existing higher education 
legislation did not reþect changes experienced by the sector since 1992. The introduction of new 
legislation did present risks that changes could undermine features that are key to the sectorôs 
success, such as institutional autonomy. However, we believe that the ýnal Act represents a positive 
outcome and should provide a stable framework for the sector into the future.

The central change put in place by the Act is the replacement of the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England (HEFCE) with the OfS. These reforms shift from conditions associated with 
the granting of funds to conditions associated with inclusion on the higher education register. In 
addition, the Act establishes UKRI, which combines the work of the UK-wide research councils as 
well as taking on administration of English quality-related funding.

The Act represents a ýrst step toward establishing the new regulatory system for the sector. It will 
be essential for the sector to engage actively as the OfS and UKRI are established to shape how they 
approach their work and how the sector deals with these bodies. It will also be important for the 
higher education sector itself to consider the implications of the relationship between these two 
organisations and the impact on the relationship between teaching and research within universities. 

The legislation also raises further questions about the relationship between the respective nations 
of the UK and a UK-wide higher education sector. The Act itself is principally focused on England 
with some notable exceptions, including the role and responsibility of UKRI and participation 
of devolved nations in the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF). Just as signiýcant are the 
ramiýcations of a shift to the OfS regulatory framework in England and potential cross-border 
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Statutory duties
Central to the development of the OfS will be how it interprets its general statutory duties outlined 
in Section 2 of the Act. These duties place a greater emphasis on the OfS as a market regulator and 
protector of student interests. However, some of the duties are potentially complex, such as the need 
to promote competition in the student interest while allowing for collaboration, as well as the need 
to promote value for money in the absence of significant direct funding capabilities. How the OfS 
interprets these duties in relation to the role of student information and the use of tools such as the 
TEF and Longitudinal Employment Outcomes data will be significant long-term questions for the 
OfS and the sector.

The wider range of regulatory powers given to the OfS by the Act are balanced against a general 
statutory duty to protect institutional autonomy. This was an important concession which will also 
play an important role in defining the OfS’s relationship with the sector. The definition of autonomy 
(Section 2.8) replicates the provisions of the 1992 act, and includes day-to-day management, the 
content and structure of courses, academic judgment, admissions and staffing. The secretary of 
state is also bound by these principles when giving guidance to the OfS (Section 2.5). There will be 
a ‘public interest’ governance condition (Section 14) of registration that must include the principle 
that academic staff must be free to test and challenge wisdom and ideas within the law, without the 
jeopardy of losing jobs or privileges. 

Section 2.1:

1. In performing it functions the OfS must have regard to–  

a. the need to protect the institutional autonomy of English higher education providers

b. the need to promote quality, and greater choice and opportunities for students, in the 
provision of higher education by English higher education providers

c. the need to encourage competition between English higher education providers in 
connection with the provision of higher education where that competition is in the 
interests of students and employers, while also having regard to the benefits for 
students and employers resulting from collaboration between such providers,

d. the need to promote value for money in the provision of higher education by English 
higher education providers,

e. the need to promote equality of opportunity in connection with access to and 
participation in higher education provided by English higher education providers,

f. the need to use the OfS’s resources in an efficient, effective and economic way, and 

g. so far as relevant, the principles of best regulatory practice including the principles that 
regulatory activities should be– 

i. transparent, accountable, proportionate and consistent, and 

ii. targeted only at cases where action is needed
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Transition to the register
The OfSôs main regulatory mechanism will be the register of hig

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/higher-education-success-as-a-knowledge-economy-white-paper
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and specifying how students will be protected. The starting point for plans is likely to be based 
on the statement of good practice on course changes and closures which forms part of the current 
regulatory baseline in England. This approach was noted in the House of Lords during the passage 
of the bill, including:

i. provision to teach out a course for existing students

ii. offering students an alternative course at the same institution

iii. making arrangements for affected students to switch to a different provider without having to 
start their course from scratch

iv. measures to compensate students who are affected ýnancially

The OfS will take responsibility for ensuring that the plan is satisfactory and credible, taking a risk-
based and proportionate approach to assessment and will work with providers to ensure orderly 
closure which protects students. Other considerations will include:

• Whether the OfS should require registered (basic) providers to have protection plans in place to 
protect their interests?

• What should be considered satisfactory credible and risk-based, particularly studentôs preference 
for continuity of study?

• Ensuring a clear balance between protection plans, the statutory autonomy of providers and 
providerôs duties under consumer rights regulations.

Designation of quality and statistical bodies
The OfS will consult on whether there are appropriate bodies that can be recommended to the 
secretary of state to perform quality assessment and data collection activities in advance of April 
2018 (Schedule 4 and 6 respectively). The consultation will review whether there is an appropriate 
body that commands the conýdence of the sector to carry out these functions. In both cases the 
statutory duty remains with the OfS and it has within its scope the power to decline to recommend a 
body to the secretary of state.

Both the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA) and the Higher Education Statistics 
Agency (HESA), as prospective designated bodies, will need to review their approach to delivering 
core services to ensure alignment between the priorities of the sector and the OfS. This will include 
how subscription models will need to change to meet legislative requirements and the needs of the 
new regulatory system while also sustaining necessary shared sector architecture. The governance 
of designated bodies and their relationship with the OfS will also need to be updated in line with the 
new arrangements.

Quality and standards

The Act includes ongoing conditions of registration relating to the quality of, and standards applied 
to, the higher education teaching offered by the provider (including requiring the quality to be 
of a particular level or particular standards to be applied) (Section 23), while also including an 
explicit reference to standards. During the passage of the Act through parliament, an important 

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/reg/sp/
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clariýcation was achieved in relation to standards, which means that conditions can only relate to 
ósector recognised standardsô as determined by persons representing the sector and commanding 
the conýdence of the sector (Section 13.2 and 13.3).

Although the inclusion of standards alongside quality goes further than the 1992 act, it is hoped 
that this clariýcation serves to retain sector ownership of the deýnition of standards. There is also 
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attached, and the amount granted to each of the seven councils. This is designed to give public 
oversight of the process, and to encourage responsible allocation of funding to the different councils. 

The government also made clear that the establishment of UKRI ï with both recurrent and grant 
funding being the responsibility of bodies within its structure ï will not undermine the dual 
support system. Repeated assurances were given that dual support would be protected, pointing to 
provisions in Section 103 which for the ýrst time establish the óbalanced funding principleô on the 
face of primary legislation. The same section also protects institutional autonomy by preventing 
terms and conditions being attached to Research England funding which relate to programmes of 
research, staff recruitment or student admissions.
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Stage Date
TEF Year 2 outcomes announced 14 June 2017
Appointment of OfS CEO June 2017 (expected)
Call for expressions of interest for designated quality and statistical 
bodies

Summer 2017

Publication of TEF lessons learned, revised speciýcation for TEF year 
three and subject level pilots

June/July 2017

Full OfS consultation on regulatory framework published September/October 2017
Technical consultation on OfS registration fees Autumn/Winter 2017
Technical consultation on designation of quality and statistical bodies Autumn/Winter 2017
DfE consultation on guidance for granting university title TBC
The OfS and UKRI commence operation April 2018
Designation of quality and statistical bodies by secretary of state April 2018

Deadline for appointment of independent reviewer of the TEF by 
secretary of state

27 April 2018

Register of English Higher Education Providers transitional year 
commences

September 2018

Final transition to Register of English Higher Education Providers September 2019
Earliest academic year permissible for the secretary of state to set a 
sub;



http://data.parliament.uk/DepositedPapers/files/DEP2017-0173/Younger_dear_colleague_letter_on_the_HE_R_Bill.pdf
http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/reports/Documents/2017/uuk-guildhe-letter-higher-education-research-bill-250417.pdf
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Advice to the 
Secretary of 
State

Section 69 sets out that HEFCE shall provide advice to the secretary 
of state on the provision of higher education óas he may from time 
to time requireô in a manner determined by the secretary of state. 
HEFCE may also provide advice about higher education provision it 
considers appropriate.

Section 78 establishes the power of secretary of state to require 
information and advice from the OfS.

While there is no legislative mechanism for the OfS to give 
unsolicited advice to the secretary of state, the government has 
been clear that they envisage this to happen when necessary.

Quality 
assessment

Section 70 requires HEFCE to ósecure that provision is made for 
assessing the quality of education provided in institutions for whose 
activities they provide, or are considering providing, ýnancial 
supportô. 

The same section also sets out the establishment of the Quality 
Assessment Committee to provide advice on the discharge of this 
duty.

Section 23 allows the OfS to óassess, or make arrangements to 
assess, the quality of, and standards applied toô English higher 
education providers. Section 24 requires the establishment of a 
Quality Assessment Committee to provide advice on its functions 
under Section 23.

Section 25 establishes the Teaching Excellence Framework in 
primary legislation, while Schedule 2 sets out how the associated 
tuition fee limit link will function.

Schedule 4 of the 2017 act sets out in detail the functions of any 
body designated by the OfS to assess quality within the higher 
education sector.

Degree-
awarding 
powers and 
university 
title

Section 76 establishes that the Privy Council may specify by order 
that an institution is competent for degree awarding powers. The 
granting of degree awarding powers also allows institutions to 
authorise other providers to grant awards on their behalf, to grant 
awards jointly with another institution, and to deprive awards 
granted to persons by the institution.

Section 77 sets out that the use of university title requires the consent 
of the Privy Council.

The 2017 act moves authority over degree awarding powers and 
university title away from the Privy Council to the OfS.

Section 42 allows the OfS to grant degree awarding powers to 
institutions by order, while Section 56 allows the body to do the 
same for university title. There are also new powers to allow the 
OfS to vary or revoke degree awarding powers (Section 45) and 
revoke university title (Section 58).

Under Section 46 (5), any decision by the OfS to grant or revoke 
degree awarding powers must be informed by the views of UKRI.








